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plural words in austronesian languages: typology and history - conclusions about plural words in
austronesian languages. in this thesis, i revisit the typology and history of plural words in austronesian
languages, examining their synchronic distribution and diachronic developments. borneo research council
library of borneo - no. 8 languages in borneo: diachronic and synchronic perspectives. including selected
papers from the third biennial international conference of the borneo research council, pontianak,
disentangling the linguistic diversity of sumatra and the ... - a diachronic typological perspective while
vast parts of western island southeast asia are dominated by large languages (such as malay varieties and
javanese) displaying a fairly low degree of structural diversity and complexity when compared to the more
conservative austronesian languages of taiwan and the philippines, the languages of northern sumatra and the
barrier islands off the coast of ... banyaduq prestopped nasals: synchrony and diachrony - the land
dayak languages of borneo are known in the phonological literature for the occurrence of word-ﬁnal
“preploded” or “prestopped” nasals, homorganic sequences of an oral followed by a nasal closure. the sound
of indo-european phonetics, phonemics, and ... - potheses from both synchronic and diachronic
typological data, it is ar- gued that the best solution might be to reconstruct pre-pie implosives (i.e., nonexplosive non-glottalic stops) and voiced ... tat - rutgers university - land dayak languages of borneo are
known in the phonological literature for the occurrence of word-final ‘preploded’ or ‘prestopped’ nasals,
homorganic sequences of an oral followed by a nasal closure. the evolution of focus in austronesian core - philippine languages. in order to approach this problem, it will be necessary to consider the following
questions: 1) what is the grammatical structure of sentences showing ‘verbal focus’ in philippine languages?
and in particular, what is their synchronic and diachronic relation to nominalizations which show affixes
cognate with the verbal focus affixes? we need to have a reasonably clear ...
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